
Amsterdam’s Portuguese Synagogue, the Esnoga, is one of the few still-standing 
reminders of that city’s pre-Holocaust Jewish community. It’s also a moving 

tribute in wood, stone, and candlelight to the “stiff necks” of its founders 
— descendants of Anusim who refused to give up their Jewish faith 

— as a recent visit to the 335-year-old Esnoga showed.  A Bright Light in the
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“Where is it?”
“Over there.”
“Where?”

“There!!”
For a moment, I think the nice but exasperated young man would 

like to throw me into one of Amsterdam’s ubiquitous canals. Or 
maybe push me into the path of the dozens of bicycles whizzing by us 
— the bicycle being the preferred means of transportation for many 
Amsterdam residents, both young and old. 

But I’m really not trying to tax his patience. It’s just that I’m totally 
jet-lagged after a sleepless plane ride from Detroit to Amsterdam, and 
I don’t see anything that looks like a synagogue in the direction where 
he is pointing. 

“You mean that long row of short buildings? That’s the Portuguese 
Synagogue?” I ask, trying to mask my disappointment and dismay. 
After all, the main reason why I decided to do a thirteen-hour layover 
in Amsterdam was to see this synagogue, which is supposed to be one 
of the most beautiful in Europe. 

“Yes,” the helpful citizen replies. “It’s being renovated. See?” 
I look again. And then I see it: a massive square structure that 

is “gift-wrapped” in some sort of green construction material. The 
Portuguese Synagogue has been hiding from me all the time, which 
somehow seems appropriate for a synagogue that was founded by 
descendents of Anusim, crypto-Jews from Portugal and Spain who 
were forced to hide their loyalty to the Torah.    

I gingerly cross the street, careful to avoid both the bicycles and 
cars, and enter another world. Despite the sounds of construction going 
on outside, the interior of the Portuguese Synagogue immediately 

casts its spell; it is an oasis of sublime calm. Yet the inside calm is as 
misleading as the green wrapping material on the outside, because 
during its heyday, the synagogue was an active, noisy gathering place 
for a “Nation” of Jews who were at the center of Holland’s Golden 
Age.  

A “Dutch Jerusalem” The Portuguese Synagogue had its 
chanukas habayis in 1675, but its story actually begins much earlier 
— in the year 1391, when pogroms broke out on the Iberian Peninsula. 
Many of Spain’s Jewish communities, some of which had existed for 
hundreds of years, were decimated and the quarters where the Jews 
had lived were destroyed. Thousands of Jews were forcibly dragged 
to baptismal founts. The survivors of 1391 who remained Jewish were 
increasingly targeted for taxation and degradation during the century 
that followed. This led to even more Jews converting, out of duress, 
and the rise of a new class within Spanish society: the Anusim, or 
crypto-Jews, who appeared to be Christians on the outside, but still 
secretly clung to the Jewish faith.

The Expulsion of the Jews from Spain in 1492 forced many of 
Spain’s remaining Jews to flee to nearby Portugal, which seemed to 
offer a safe haven. But that illusion of security was short-lived; in 
1497 all Jews living in Portugal were forcibly converted. In the years 
that followed, those who could, fled to other countries. 

Crypto-Jews, whose first concern was to rejoin a Jewish 
community, often tried to escape to lands ruled by the Ottoman 
Empire, both because the Turkish sultan welcomed them and because 
there were already well-established communities. However, many 
of the Portuguese Jews, who were wealthy merchants, preferred 
to remain in Europe. Some fled to Antwerp, where commerce was 
flourishing. Because Antwerp was ruled by Spain, they reestablished 
their businesses there under the guise of being “New Christians.”

In the late sixteenth century, the Dutch staged a revolt against 

In addition to being a proclamation of independence, 
the Union of Utrecht guaranteed freedom of 

religion for every resident — the first time such a 
declaration had been made on European soil

Spain. While Antwerp’s economy wilted 
under a Spanish blockade that crippled 
its international trade, the Protestant 
Northern Provinces successfully declared 
their independence under the Union of 
Utrecht. In addition to being a proclamation 
of independence, the Union of Utrecht 
guaranteed freedom of religion for every 
resident — the first time such a declaration 
had been made on European soil. And so 
when in 1595 a few of Antwerp’s crypto-
Jews closed up shop and moved to the city 
of Amsterdam, they were able to live openly 
as Jews. 

By the early 1600s Amsterdam was 
a thriving metropolis, a great center of 
international trade and business. The 
German poet Phillip von Zesen described 
the polyglot character of the Amsterdam 
Exchange by writing that one could find 
there, “Poles, Hungarians, Walloons, 
Frenchmen, Spaniards, Muscovites, 
Persians, Turks, and even, occasionally, 
Hindus.” He might have added Portuguese 
Jews, since the community was growing by 
leaps and bounds. 

But even though the Portuguese Jews 
were able to start engaging in trade at once, 
reestablishing a Jewish kehillah wasn’t 
as easy. After all, as the grandchildren of 
Anusim, they had never had the opportunity 
to live in a Torah community and most of 
them knew little about what was required. 
The little kehillah therefore asked Rabbi 
Moshe Uri HaLevi of Emden to move to 
Amsterdam and be their spiritual leader. 
Rabbi HaLevi accepted the offer and in 1602 
he came to Amsterdam with a Sefer Torah, 
which it is said still sits in the synagogue’s 
aron kodesh to this very day.  

By 1609 there were about 200 Jews 
living in Amsterdam and the community 
had two synagogues, Beth Jacob and 
Neve Shalom. These synagogues weren’t 
officially recognized by the authorities — 
the freedom of religion granted by the Union of Utrecht extended 
only as far as private worship. But the overall air of tolerance in the 
city extended to the Jews, who were allowed to hold their prayer 
services “in private” at their synagogues without molestation.

That tolerance was almost sunk when the conservative Dutch 
Reformed Church tried to get the Catholics and the Jews expelled 
from the Netherlands. But unlike in Catholic Spain, it was decided 
in 1619 that the Portuguese Jews — many of whom were extremely 
wealthy merchants — added too much to the economic wellbeing 
of the country, and so they were allowed to remain. However, they 
did not yet enjoy full rights as citizens. For instance, the Portuguese 
Jews were barred from entering many professions and trades and 
from holding public office. To make sure a degree of social separation 
remained, Jews were prohibited from hiring a non-Jewish domestic 
servant, sending their children to a non-Jewish school, intermarrying, 
and — interestingly enough — they were commanded by the city 
authorities to strictly observe the “Laws of Moses.”     

In the year 1618, the growing community established a third 

synagogue, Beit Israel. But by 1639, when the community numbered 
approximately one thousand souls, they decided that it was better to 
pool their resources and the three synagogues became one, under the 
name Talmud Torah. In addition to the synagogue, the community 
supported an extensive chesed network that aided both poor bnei 
Anusim from Portugal and Spain who were newly arrived in 
Amsterdam and needy communities in other countries. 

By mid-century the Portuguese community could boast not only of 
having great wealth, but also of having created a “Dutch Jerusalem,” 
a thriving center for Torah learning and Hebrew book printing. 
(Amsterdam had also become home to a large group of Ashkenazic 
Jews, who had fled from the 1648 Chmielnicki massacres in Poland 
and the Thirty Years War that raged in what is today Germany. But 
since the two groups remained separate on the whole, their history 
is another story.) Rabbi Yitzchak Uziel, author of a book of Hebrew 
grammar called Maaneh Lashon, gave a weekly dvar Torah on 
Shabbos, which attempted to instruct the former crypto-Jews in the 
ways of the Torah. Rabbi Menasseh ben Israel, one of Rabbi Uziel’s 

w
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Once the largest synagogue in the world, the Esnoga was 
also a popular subject for Dutch landscape painters

 Massive brass chandeliers illuminate the way 
to the twenty-five foot tall aron kodesh   



leaned more to a classical style defined by simple geometric forms, 
sparse decoration, and strict symmetry — its sheer size inspires a 
sense of awe. 

The heichal (aron kodesh) for example, which was donated 
by the wealthy merchant Moshe Curiel, is twenty-five feet tall and 
constructed from Jacaranda wood (Brazilian rosewood) that was 
imported from Brazil. The impressive teivah (bimah), which stands at 
the opposite end of the long room, was constructed from Jacaranda 
wood, as well. Massive chandeliers made from brass, each one 
supporting dozens of candles — electricity was never installed in 
the main sanctuary — loom overhead, adding gleaming flights of 
illumination to the mostly somber interior.  

The main sanctuary can seat about 1,200 men, while the ezras 
nashim has room for about 450 hundred women. Sand was spread 
over the wood floor of the sanctuary — although this wasn’t done 
to muffle the noise of the congregation from the Inquisition’s agents, 
like in hidden synagogues used by bnei Anusim still living in Catholic 
countries. The building was obviously much too grand to hide. 
Instead, covering the wood floor with sand was a Dutch tradition, 
whose purpose was to both absorb noise and dust and moisture from 
shoes. 

The seating is arranged so that the rows of wooden benches on 
either side of the center aisle face each other. Each place has its own 
gaveta, or storage place for the owner’s prayer book and tallis. Each 
place also has its own candleholder — and a candle still sits in each 
holder.  

Rising above the rows of benches belonging to the regular 
members of the kehillah is the bank of benches for the parnassim 
— the wealthy merchants who were members of the synagogue’s 
executive board. Made of sturdy solid oak, the “Parnassim Bench” 
was a strong visual reminder of who was in charge of the kehillah’s 
communal affairs.    

When the building was completed, at a total cost of 186,000 
florins, it was the largest synagogue in the world. It also became the 
model for other Sephardic synagogues, such as the Bevis Marks in 
London, the Touro Synagogue in Newport, Rhode Island, and the 
Sheerith Israel Synagogue in New York City.   

The chanukas habayis took place on the tenth day of Menacham 
Av 5435/1675, the eve of Shabbos Nachamu, reflecting the solace 
that the new synagogue brought to a community that had suffered 
both the terrors of the Inquisition and the disappointment of the 
Shabbtai Tzvi debacle. The festivities, which were attended by both 
Jewish and non-Jewish dignitaries and included sermons by the city’s 
leading rabbanim, lasted for an entire week. 

The Dutch printmaker Romeyn de Hoogh created a 
commemorative copperplate engraving of the inaugural event, and 

By mid-century the Portuguese 
community could boast not only of having 
great wealth, but also of having created a 
“Dutch Jerusalem,” a thriving center for 

Torah learning and Hebrew book printing

When the building was completed, at 
a total cost of 186,000 florins, it was 
the largest synagogue in the world

If You Go …
If you have a layover in Amsterdam of at least six or 

seven hours, you will have ample time to visit the Portuguese 
Synagogue and other sites in the Jewish Quarter. A commuter 
train connects Amsterdam’s Schiphol Airport to the Central 
Station in the city center. If you feel up to tackling the 
automated ticket kiosks at the airport, have fun. I was too 
tired, so I paid a few extra euro to buy a round-trip ticket at 
the tourist information center. (But don’t buy the city map 
there. You can get a free one at the ticket office of the Jewish 
Museum.)

Outside the Central Station is another information center 
for tourists, where you can buy tickets for the trams. The stop 
for the No. 9 tram to Waterlooplein, the closest stop for the 
Jewish Quarter, is just a few steps away — so do be sure to 
watch out for the oncoming trams that will be coming at you 
from all directions. If the tram conductor announced the stops 
along his route, I didn’t hear him. So ask a fellow passenger 
when to get off, because it’s a fairly short ride. 

The tram will let you off on the sidewalk of a busy street. 
If you’re not too blurry-eyed from the flight, watch out for 
the signposts that will direct you to the Jewish Museum and 
the Portuguese Synagogue. If you don’t see them, ask for 
the Joods Historisch Museum (Jewish Historical Museum), 
“Joods” being easier to pronounce correctly than “Portugees” 
— especially if you look like a chareidi “Jood.”

If you decided not to ask and you find yourself walking 
in a charming neighborhood with cobblestone streets, you’re 
probably lost. Not much remains of the old Jewish Quarter, 
which was heavily damaged during the war. Most of what 
was left was torn down for redevelopment in the decades 
that followed. The area is definitely not charming, especially 
when the skies are overcast, a light drizzle is falling, and you 
step by mistake into the bicyclists’ lane. 

But once you get yourself pointed in the right direction, 
the Jewish Museum is easily recognizable. It’s the building 
that has a big painted sign above the entrance that says Joods 
Historisch Museum. The Portuguese Synagogue is just across 
the busy street. It’s the building wrapped in green, at least 
while renovations are being made to the buildings that house 
the Etz Haim library, etc.  

Since most of the 600 present-day members of the 
synagogue live outside of the city center, there aren’t regular 
minyanim, but the synagogue can be contacted through its 
website for more information.  On the day I visited it, there were 
only four other tourists and three groups of schoolchildren, so 
don’t count on putting together an impromptu minyan during 
the week, at least not during the winter.

If you visit Amsterdam after the present restoration 
work is completed, you will have an opportunity to see the 
synagogue’s dazzling collection of more than 800 ritual 
objects, which includes objects made from gold and silver, 
textiles, and rare books and manuscripts. But even if you visit 
while the collection is still under wraps, you can still enjoy 
the informative free audio tour of the main building. And do 
try to imagine the synagogue as it was on that inaugural day 
back in 1675, when the synagogue was packed with people. 
Because even though the synagogue may be mostly silent 
today, if you listen closely you might just hear an echo of 
the joyous songs of thanksgiving and praise that were sung 
by the jubilant members of the “Portuguese Nation” who no 
longer had to hide the fact that they were Jews.

to be the year when Mashiach revealed himself and the Jewish 
People would be redeemed, according to certain Jewish mystics 
and Christian millenarians. Instead, of course, it was the year when 
Shabbtai Tzvi, the false messiah who had dazzled much of the Jewish 
world, converted to Islam. 

Amsterdam, like so many other places, had been swept up in the 
messianic fever. Rabbis such as Isaac Aboab da Fonseca had been 
enthusiastic supporters, and the city’s Jewish printing presses had been 
active in disseminating Shabbetean pamphlets and prayer books. Yet 
once it became certain that Shabbtei Tzvi was a fraud, the Sephardic 
maamad, or governing board, acted quickly to go back to “business as 
usual.”  In 1670, under the direction of Rabbi Aboab, they purchased 
a piece of land with the intention of building a new synagogue for the 
community — an act that showed in stone and wood that their dream 
of being carried to the Holy Land on the wings of the false messiah 
was over.

The community spared no expense. The architect for the project, 
which is today commonly known as the Portuguese Synagogue, was 
Elias Bouwman, who also helped design the Great Synagogue of the 
Ashkenazim. Bouwman took as his inspiration a model of the Beis 
HaMikdash built by Rabbi Yaakov Yehuda Leon, who taught at the 
Talmud Torah school. And like the Beis HaMikdash in Jerusalem, this 
replica in Amsterdam towered high above everything around it.

To build such a massive structure in water-logged Amsterdam 
required a feat of engineering: the building is supported by 3,000 
wooden piles, which carry the six foundation vaults, five of which 
can only be reached by boat. The construction of the inside was just 
as impressive. Although the interior is not ornate — Amsterdam tastes 

talmidim and another leading figure, went to London to plead for the 
re-admittance of Jews to England. Rabbi Isaac Aboab da Fonseca, 
another talmid, sat on the city’s beis din and was one of the scholars 
responsible for excommunicating the renegade philosopher Baruch 
Spinoza.

The cherem placed on Spinoza in 1656 exposed the dark side 
of the generally rosy picture that was Jewish Amsterdam during the 
“Dutch Golden Age.” While many of the “New Christians” made a 
wholehearted return to Judaism soon after they arrived in Amsterdam, 
there were those who continued to live as Christians and eventually 
assimilated into that society. There was also a group that vacillated 
between the two groups, too filled with spiritual doubts and confusion 
to find their place in either community. 

Even the wealthy members of the Portuguese Synagogue who had 
made a wholehearted return to Judaism had their fears and insecurities, 
due to the Inquisition, which was still raging in the Catholic countries 
where they often did business. In tolerant Amsterdam they could 
revel in their Portuguese heritage and create a mini-Lisbon in the 
Jodenbuurt (Jewish Quarter) where they lived, worked, and prayed. 
And they could proudly refer to themselves as “Hebrews of the 
Portuguese Nation,” to distinguish themselves from their brethren 
from Poland and the Germanic countries, who were, in their eyes, 
much poorer, both financially and culturally. However, when it came 
time to do business, those same Portuguese Jewish merchants who 
gloried in their supposedly superior culture often felt compelled to 
hide their true identity by assuming a Dutch secular name. This was 
to protect both themselves and their relatives and business associates 
who were still living in Portugal or Spain from the dark side of Iberian 
culture — the Spanish Inquisition. 

A Longing for Redemption The year 1666 was supposed 

A seventeenth-century view of the synagogue 
painted by Gerrit Adriaensz Berckheyd. The 
Ashkenazim’s Great Synagogue sits opposite
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The impressive tebah (bimah) crafted from Brazilian Rosewood sits at the opposite 
end of the hall, in typical Iberian-Sephardic style



one can almost feel the excitement. On one side of the sanctuary are 
members of the kehillah who are circling the sanctuary and carrying 
Torah scrolls in their arms. On the other side is the choir. In the middle 
is the chazzan, who stands at the teivah and leads the prayers. The 
names of the all-powerful maamad members, as well as the names 
of the building committee members, are inscribed on either side of 
the picture, preserving for posterity the names of the community’s 
wealthy merchants who were at the height of their prosperity.

A Showplace of Their own The Portuguese Synagogue was 
depicted several times in Dutch paintings and copperplate engravings. 
Amsterdam’s most famous artist, Rembrandt van Rijn, who lived in 
the Jewish Quarter and often painted the Jewish residents, had passed 
away a few years before the synagogue was built and so there is no 
picture painted by his hand. But other artists of the era did paint it and 
the building was considered to be important enough to be included 
in the 1680 book All the Most Important Buildings of the Famous 
Merchant City of Amsterdam. Forty years later, the synagogue played 
a starring role in Bernard Picart’s Ceremonies of the Jews, the first of 
an eleven-volume series that looked at the customs and ceremonies of 
various peoples around the world. Thanks to Picart, we have a glimpse 
of what Rosh HaShanah and Succos looked like at Amsterdam’s most 
majestic Jewish houses of worship. 

But even while artists like Picart were busy drawing the Jewish 
community and the Portuguese Synagogue was a “must see” for 
foreign visitors to the city, Amsterdam’s fortunes were on the wane. 
During the 1700s, the Netherlands was plunged into a series of 
disastrous wars. That, combined with the collapse of the Dutch East 

India Company, a major source of wealth for Jews and non-Jews 
alike, led to the end of Dutch supremacy in international trade and a 
steep economic decline. By the end of the century, more than half of 
the Jewish population, including both Sephardim and Ashkenazim, 
depended upon charity. 

Although the 1800s saw some improvements on the economic 
front, the Jewish community was hit by another blow: assimilation. 
King William I successfully dismantled the traditional communal 
organization and took away the power of the wealthy merchants. He 
also instituted compulsory secular education for Jewish children and 
fought the use of Yiddish (Ashkenazic Jews had been in the majority 
since the late 1600s). 

And so by the time the Germans occupied the Netherlands on 
May 10, 1940, the glory days of Amsterdam’s Sephardic community 
had long been a thing of the past. Only about 4,300 Sephardic Jews 
lived in the country (the Ashkenazic community numbered about 
135,000 souls). Of that number, only about 800 survived the war.  

A Lonely Survivor In 1943 the last members of the Portuguese 
Synagogue’s choir, Santo Servico, were deported and killed. The 
synagogue, however, was spared, making it one of the few synagogues 
in Amsterdam — and all Europe — that survived the Nazi inferno 
totally unharmed. 

What was the cause of its good fortune? According to Margriet 
Kotek, a member of the Jewish Historical Museum’s communications 
staff, the real reason is unknown. But, of course, there are theories. One 
story goes that it was because of the building’s tall windows. During 
wartime all windows were supposed to be blacked-out to prevent 
enemy bombers from seeing their targets. Since the synagogue’s 
windows were too tall to be blacked-out, and too numerous, the Nazis 
couldn’t use it for their own purposes and so they left it alone. 

Another, perhaps more fanciful, story says that the synagogue 
was spared thanks to the quick thinking of a young Jewish boy. When 
the synagogue was built back in the seventeenth century it was lit 
by candles. Even when electricity became available, a decision was 
made in the 1920s not to install electricity in the main sanctuary. 
That meant, of course, that on a gloomy winter’s day the sanctuary 

was both cold and dark. But the maamad wasn’t 
unduly concerned. The low row of buildings that 
surrounded the main building on three sides housed 
not only the world-famous Etz Haim library but 
also a smaller synagogue that did have heat and 
lights. The people could gather there for prayers, 
thereby preserving the unique atmosphere of the 
candlelit main sanctuary — a visual reminder of 
how the sanctuary would have looked during the 
kehillah’s most prosperous period. 

And so when the Nazis decided to turn 
the Portuguese Synagogue into a barracks for 
their soldiers, this Jewish boy told the officer 
in charge that the building wouldn’t do. The 
German soldiers wouldn’t be at all comfortable 
in a building that lacked running water, heat, and 
electric lights. The officer was convinced by this 
argument and the building wasn’t touched. 

Is this story true? Maybe, maybe not. Yet the 
fact that it was candles that might have saved 
the Portuguese Synagogue from destruction 
somehow typifies the community that built it and 
prayed there. Living proof that the pintele Yid is 
never extinguished, those hardy, quick-thinking 
Portuguese descendants of the Anusim showed 
the world that darkness is no match for the bright 
light of a Jewish neshamah.   n
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